A chief concern for today’s compliance and regulatory affairs professionals is keeping pace with the ever-changing and increasingly complex regulatory environment. A major challenge is obtaining timely notification and thorough insight to changes that impact your business.

Insurers are in a difficult position—the high demand on resources to handle the volume and complexity of changes is extreme. The additional need to interpret how, where, and when these changes need to be applied can be too much for even the most experienced compliance staff.

Wolters Kluwer offers a time-saving and comprehensive solution to jumpstart your organization’s management of regulatory change risk. Based on the industry-leading insurance regulatory compliance database, NILS Feed Plus provides a prioritized summary of all legislative and regulatory changes tailored to meet your search parameters by state, line of business and business function, delivered every business day in XML, a format that is readily usable in a variety of processes and systems, or in an Excel® format. Not only does NILS Feed Plus effectively monitor the regulatory environment for insurers, but it also provides added context including Priority Rating, Recommended Requirements, and Topics—three new attributes targeted specifically to reduce your analysis time and assist in your triage and reporting responsibilities.

**No regulatory change system required**

For those carriers who prefer to continue to use their existing regulatory change system, the NILS Feed Plus is also available in Excel format, allowing compliance professionals to continue to use their current tools without incurring implementation or software costs associated with full implementation of a new regulatory change management infrastructure.

To be effective, compliance and regulatory affairs professionals need to be able to identify, analyze, communicate, and implement changes within required time frames.
NILS Feed Plus features and benefits

- **Automated delivery of readily usable data** – Legislative and regulatory changes enhanced with key context-driven elements are delivered daily for use in your workflow systems and processes via Excel or XML.

- **Turnkey integrations with Regulatory Change systems** – Our XML system has been integrated with OneSumX for Regulatory Change Management, IBM OpenPages, and RSA Archer.

- **Impact analysis** – Priority rating is given to cases, allowing users to focus on, and prioritize, relevant activity.

- **Recommended requirements** – Insurers can look to the NILS Feed Plus recommended requirements for identified implementation actions, allowing much needed information to be communicated quickly throughout your organization.

- **Topic assignments** – Cases are pre-tagged with insurance topics for use in reporting and auto-routing of content.

- **Excel delivery option available** – Action plans and task assignments are simpler to create with criteria appropriate for your business in an easily adoptable Excel spreadsheet.

- **Value-added indexing** – Enacted and adopted content is indexed by line of business, sub-line of business, and business function.

- **Visible in INsource** – If a customer also subscribes to NILS INsource, the additional Data Feed Plus content will be viewable and searchable in INsource.

- **APCIA Bulletins** – An enhanced, continuous XML data feed of timely, insurance-related regulatory and legislative changes, generated specifically for APCIA members, that impact their businesses and customers.

NILS is supported by a team of experts including industry professionals, insurance attorneys, and former insurance regulators as the industry-leading provider on insurance compliance issues.

To find out more about NILS Feed Plus or to request a demonstration, please visit [WoltersKluwer.com](https://www.wolterskluwer.com) or contact us at 800.481.1522.